Consider resource efficiency opportunities for each pavement layer and project section individually.
Have you considered any of
the resource efficiency options
below for your project?

Is it feasible to consider any
of the options below?

N

Review the list of resource
efficiency opportunities
below and ensure resource
efficiency is considered in
your next project.

N

Y

Recycled materials

Use of marginal
materials

Re-use of structures
and materials.

In-situ stabilisation of
subgrade materials

Long life pavement
design

Geotextile

LED lighting

Asphalt surfaces

Other?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Can marginal
materials be
utilised?

Can marginal
materials be
utilised?

Do structures or
materials exist on
or near the project
site that could be
re-used?

Would the longlivety
of the subgrade
material benefit
from an in-situ
stabilisation?

Would the longlivety
of the project
benefit from long
life pavements?

Would the longlivety
of the project benefit
from using
geotextiles?

Does your project
include street
lighting?

Does your project
include hotmix
asphalt surfacing?

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Are marginal
materials available
<30km from the
site?

Is it technically
feasible to reuse the
structure?

Does the utilisation
for the road justify
long life pavement
options?

Does the utilisation
for the road justify
long life pavement
options?

Are recycled
materials available
<30km from the site?

N

N

Y

Y

Can recycled/
marginal materials
be stockpiled prior to
project start?

Y

Specify recycled/
marginal materials
use in PRs

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

Is it cost effective to
use warm or half
warm asphalt mix
instead?

N

Y

Y

N

Can the existing
structure or material
be reused in a cost
effective manner?

Is it cost effective to
use geotextiles?

Y

Y

Y

Is the nearest quarry
>30km from the
project site?

Y

N

N

Y

Specify the reuse of
structures and
materials in PRs

Construct the road
in a conventional
manner.

Construct the road
in a conventional
manner.

Construct new
structures or utilise
virgin materials

Use quarried/virgin
materials

Specify in-situ
stabilisation in PRs

Specify long life
pavement in PRs

Specify Geotextiles
in the PRs

Construct the road
in a conventional
manner.

Specify M30 in the
PRs and request LED
street lighting

Construct the road
in a conventional
manner.

Specify warm or half
warm mix asphalt in
the PRs

Please contact the
Environment Urban Design
team and let us know more
about your initiatives.
environment@nzta.govt.nz

